
 

 

Date: 19th June 2020 

RE: Expression of interest of Re-branding our Association.  

Dear Sir / Madame, 

Since its inception in 1928 as one of the founder members of the Malta Olympic Committee, 

constituted in that same year in order to represent Malta at the Ninth Olympiad of the modern era, 

in Amsterdam, Holland, the Malta Amateur Athletics Association has proudly, and rightly so, carried 

on its crest a badge, an emblem, that portrayed our Heritage.  Bounded by the legendary laurel leaves 

awarded the victor in ancient Greece, the centrepiece proudly had the eight-pointed cross on the 

colours of the national flag.  Undoubtedly, this crest instilled as much pride on the bearer as it 

demanded and received respect from all, local, far and wide audiences.  

Nonetheless, it is also true to state that the static image the badge portrayed is not consistent with 

the times we are all living.  A dynamic, vibrant image of the new Maltese Nation is required to lead 

our athletes to higher glory and attainment of goals hitherto unattained. 

It is in this spirit that the time is ripe to introduce to the Association a new badge, or rather a logo, 

that will be synonymous with the drive to bring forth a leap in the quality of performances from our 

valiant representatives on the international stage. For this purpose, it would be understandable to 

acknowledge that sport, in general, and in particular to our disciplines, can no longer be regarded as 

amateur, in the context of the original meaning of the word.  Thus, it should not be untoward to state 

that henceforth, the title of Athletics Malta would be a more appropriate name, one that reflects 

global changes both in name and in portrayal. 

Due to all these circumstances the Association would like to invite all interested parties to firstly design 

a new logo that befits our sport, one that embodies the qualities as defined in this Invitation. Followed 

by a re-branding exercise to depict an innovative and energised association, ready for the exciting 

times ahead!  

Interested parties are to show interest in the project, by email to secretary@athleticsmalta.com and 

president@athleticsmalta.com by the 26th of June 2020.  Late submissions will not be considered. 

 

Andy Grech 

MAAA President  
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